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Summer Term 1 

Let’s Explore 

25th April – 27th May 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Literacy 

Understanding the World 

Communication and Language 

Maths 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Physical Development 

In PE this half term we will be swimming. We 

will gain water confidence, talk about water 

safety and enjoy having time to splash about 

with our friends. 

During our Jigsaw sessions we will explore 

‘Relationships’. We will have a different 

focus each week such as making friends, 

solving conflicts and managing feelings.  

Communication and language will continue to 

be a focus this term. We will have a focus 

book each week as well as a song of the 

week and word of the week. 

This half term we will continue with our 

focus number to get us up to 10. We will then 

look at comparing quantities up to 10 in 

different contexts, recognising when one 

quantity is greater than, less than or the 

same as the other quantity. 

We will also explore and represent patterns 

within numbers up to 10, including evens and 

odds, double facts and how quantities can be 

distributed equally. 

 

 

In Literacy we will continue reading and 

discussing our book of the week as well as 

using our skills we have learnt in our phonics 

sessions to write super sentences!  

We are now working our way through phase 4 

phonics learning: 

• words with short vowels with adjacent 

consonants such as sink, jump, stop 

• compound words which are two words 

merged together to form a new word such 

farmyard, football. 

• words ending in suf-xes such as strongest 

–ing, –ed /t/, –ed /id/ /ed/, –est 

and adding tricky words to our reading 

knowledge. 

On Monday. Wednesday and Friday 

afternoons your child will continue group 

reading session where we read the Little 

Wandle books that they have sent home. We 

will focus on decoding, prosody and 

We will be exploring our local area and the 

landmarks of Newlyn, thinking about where we 

are in the world.  

We will be talking about which places are 

special to religious people and why and the 

places that are special to us. 

Our focus this half term is Art. We will be 

exploring artwork by Hundertwasser and looking 

at how we use colour in different ways. 


